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P RPOSE.

The purpose of this problem is to determine whether

it is financially advisable to turpentine trees for th&&r

full turpentine life of 14 years of to turpentine them for

only 8 years before cutting them for pylpwood. This matter

coyld be disoussed pro and con for hours. I have tried to

present a complete picture of figures to show what actually

would occur on two such rotations. The.summary of these

figures in dollars and cents to be the basis of any dis-

cussion.

In addition I have developed a series of diagrame

which should aid in evaluation of any turpentining project.

These diagrams once constructed are sgitable for any valua-

tion of property based on that turpentine plan.
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DATA.

* All data used in this work is based on actual con-

ditions as found by my associates and myself .in cruising a

tract of 18,000 acres of Southern Pine. The data regard-

ing values of turpentine faces is representative of aver-

age conditions in Florida.

The growth data was compiled from increment borings

made during the cruise. Similiarly, mortality data isbased

on actual studies made by us.

Value of a "Turpentined-out Tree" for pulpwood_ -_10. This

is based on an allowance of 10 trees, 10" dbh to make one

unit (160 cu. ft.) of pulpwood worth 1.00 per unit stump-

age.

Value of turpentine faces.

A first year face is wo 3/.for the year.
A second year face is worth 3$ for the year.
A third year face is wotbh 2.5 for the year.
Fourths fifth, and sixth year faces are worth 2¢ per face
per year.

This series of 6 faces may be repeated on the opposite

side of the tree after a 2 year rest period.

I have determined that turpentine operators weikld pay

the following prices per year per face for a 8 year turpen-

tine period without a rest periods:

A first year face - 3¢ for the year.
A second year face - 3 for the year.
A thjrd year face - 2.51 for the year.
A fourth year face - 2¢ fot the year.

Then, without resting the tree, Ai' the present face is aband*

oned and the opposite stde 6f the tree boxed, the price per

face per year will be the same as for the preceding face.
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Cruise Data er Acre -1,00acres:

STOCK AN~D STAND TABLE~

Lon lef-ROUND TlMBI so Slashk Pine
Diameter No. Trees TDia6eer No. Trees

clss pr cnC lass. er Acre

31 10.3 31f 9.8

41 5.0 4"1 4.3

511 5.4 511 4.2

6"1 4.2 6"1 8.4

7"1 1.8 7"1 1.8
8" 1.5 8'1 1.1

91f .8 911 .3

101, *2 l 1".1

-wTURPENTINEDTIMBER-
TS~ec corned)

No. Trees Condition of Present Years left in, Years of Years Left in
p* Acre.tne ace .first Face. .Rest. Second Face.

10.*1

1.6

.8

.4

.5

.07

.5

.6

1.2

01

.4

.5

1Lrpentined Olat
1 o l d fa c e -0o 

d f o e
O old face-

O old f a.ce .-

0 old f ace-

1 old face -

2. 6ld face

1 old f ace 
-1 

l c

2 old f ace-

*2 old faces*

o new
1 yr.

2 yr.

3 yr,

4 yr.

1 yr.

2 yr.a

3 yr.

4 yr.

1 yr.

Lace

new face

new face

new face

new face

new face

new face

new face

new face

new face

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

6

6

6

6

5

4

3

2

5

42 yr.s new face0
*At one time it was the practice to place 3 turpentine faces o reGovernment experiments have proven this to be unsati sfac tory, however.
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Proceduret

In developing a presentation of my plan, I have follow-

ed rmay leads. The present system of presentation is the com-

bination of many ideas. I tried use of Normal Control Tables

developed from Miscellaneous Publication y 51. Their use has

has commendable merit but are not practical because the pre-

sent understocked forests would regdtre too much holding back

of timber to build up a normal Casal area per acre. Too,

With fire protection, the forests oare ing to developtoward

anoria1basalso fast that it will be astoi . since,

a normal basal area will develop so fast anyway, I see no need

of foregoing present income to help out the future forest -

which in 25 years will need no help. If we goe ahead and

turpentine and cut trees at 9" dbh without reserving ay ,

we will have a better forest ate the end of that time than if

S{a
we reserved a portion of thew for the future.

My problem has 3 classes oP forms of income. The long

rotation I refer toe is based on about 25 years for a long-

leaf to reach 9" dbh or turpentine size and about 20 years

for dlash to reach 9"1. The extension or longer part of the

rotation comes in in the 14 years of turpenting as compared

to the 8 years of the short rotation - the growing period re-

maining the same in both rotations. The two forms of income

being, then, the income from the long rotation and the income

from the short bvtation. The third class of income is re-

presented by the timber that is being turpentined at present.

Each class 6f income is divided into pulpwood and turpentine

income.

The timber that is being turpentined at present is

scattered throughout the property-analgous to a one year
-6-



turpenting or cutting cycle. The foregoing is an important

point - this income is not restricted to one out of 5 acres

but comes from all 5 acres of a representative 5 year turpen-

tining cycle. This data is diagrammed on Chart I 3.

The timber that is to be turpentined is, of course,

virgin or round. This is to be worked in area groups - 1/5

of the area each year. Thus the turpentining cycle is the

sane as a 5 year cutting cycle which will follow it. At the

end of 5 years the entire property will be under process of

turpentining. T4is will include the two types of turpentin-

ing - the group that was previously turpentined and so scat-

tered over the property and the new system which will install

new faces on 1/5 of the whole area each year.

This turpentining cycle is similiar to a cutting cycle

in that you go onto 1/5 of the area each year; It is diff-

erent from a cutting cycle in that once an area is turpentined

or boxed it continues producing income for a number of years,

not for 4ust the year in which the area has faces installed.

The foregoing is important - once an area is put into turpen-

tine faces it will continue annual production. The cutting
but

cycle will return in 5 years to install new faces U* the old

faces have continued and will continue to produce. This makes

for an annual income from each cutting area.

The long rotation is diagrammed on chart # 2. The

Short rotation is diagrammed on Chart jr 1. Ith appropiate

lettering and fief'erences, and full knowledge of the 5 year

cutting cycle- annual income relation, ± believe these charts

will speak for themselves. These same charts are useful for

any evaluation based on the turpentining concept.

-7-



having deveLped the diagrams as an aid in portraying

the income and, also, as an aid in summarizing the annual

income, Tables j 4(the long rotation), 3 3(the short rotation),

and t 5(the present t urpentined timber) are developed from

the diagrams. These tables show the annual income from tur-

pentine and from pulpwood of each species of pine (P.caribea

and P. palustrus). The income from present turpentined tim-

ber s grouped; that is , species are not separated.

These tables are next summarized to show the combina-

tion of species to produee turpentine income and pulpwood

income.and discounted at 44. This simmarized, discounted in-

come data for the different rotations and present turpen-

tined timber is transferred to charts j 6 & 7. here it is

developed to show it's Value based on the cruise data for the

next 25 years. Finally, all data for the short rotation and

all data for the long rotation are boiled down to one figure

for each rotation as basis for comparision. The income from

turpentine and the income fvvm pulpwood are kept separate

until the last as further food for thought,

-8-



Eplanation of Turpentinin:

Government experiments have shown that it is not profit-

able to turpentine a tree less than 9" dbh. Also, best rea

sults have been obtained by not turpentining .one side of the

tree over 6 years. This should be followed by a two year

rest period and then the other side of the tree may be turpen-

tined for 6 additional years, making a total of 12 years of

turpentining and 2 years ret. The tree is then actually

tied up for 14 years. This is the present general practice

followed by the turpentining industry.

A one year face on a previously round tree is referred

to as a virgin face. Tk At toe end of the turpentine sea-

sonthe cup and gutter are moved to the top of this virgin

face and in the spring the second year face is started. The

process is repeated for the 3rd, 4th, ae-5th and 6th years,

altho, the gutter and cup are not necessarily raised, Follow-

ing the two years of rest and growthm,if any, by the tree this

process is repeated on the opposite side fr6m the first face.

When a tree has been turpentined as long as the oper-
t

ator deems advisable (usually the 14 years), its turpeyine

life is ended. Then, it is feferred to as "turpentined-out:

It is in this form that it is usually cut for pilpwood.

It is my plan to turpentine one face only four years

instead of the usual 6 years, allow no rest period, and tur-

pentine the second face for 4 years. The turpentine operators

will pay on the same scale and the tree is then tied up for

only 8 years instead of 14 years. At the end of the first

rotat&on this plan effectively increases the producing area

'9-



by 6/39; therefore, income is increased by 6/39 with the asxe

cost per acre.

This choice of 8 years of turpentining Instead of ,say,

6 or 10 years is cased on the fact that it is probably not
advisable to turpentine a tree over 8 years without a rest.

It is this unproductive rest period I want to avoid. Also, it

is easy to see that it would be advixable to told a tree 2

more years for 4 cents. This being my reason for not using

a 6 year period or less instead of the 8 year period I have

used.

-10-



Explanation of Tables and Charts:

Chart 1:

This is the diagram of the income based on 8 years

of turpentining and then pulpwood removal - the short rota-

tion. The number of trees per average acre of longleaf are

shown on the extreme left and also classified as to present

condition. These figures of trees per acre are from the

Cruise Data Table # 1 in which mortal it and wth pred-

ic tio ave been considered. On the extreme right is simi-

liar data for slash pine. It was not necessay to separate

these species but I did so because I thought something inter-

esting might develop.

Under 1938 is shown one bar in horizontal column 1

which is worth 3¢ and is for 1 treev, 1 bar x 3 x 1 tree = 39 )

which is recorded on Table # 3 under longleaf. In 1943 there

are 3 bars in the 3 class, 1 bar in the 2.5I class , 1 bar

in the 2 class. Reading to the left, these values are for

one longleaf tree per acre or to the extreme fight, these

values are for .4 of a slash tree per acre. Also, there is

one 3¢ bar for 1.5 longleaf or for 1.1 slash.

1 longleaf/acre x $ bars x 3 :9
1 " " "tx1 bar x 2.5¢102 . 5 ¢
1 1" "x bar x 2g = 2¢
1.5 " " " x 1 bar x 3¢ se4.5g

TOTAL - - 18.07, which is recorded in

Table j 3 as turpentine income from longleaf for the year

1943.

Similiarly:

.4 slash trees x 3 bars x 39! :.6

-11-



.4 slash trees x 1 bar x 2.5 a 

.4 "1 "I x1bar x 2¢/ a .8/
11 " x 1 bar x 3¢ = 3.3/

TOTAL - -°8.7/ which is recorded in
Table # 3 as turpentine income from slash for the year 1943.

The grand total of longleaf and slash income - 26.7/ - is

also recorded.

In 1952 the stand has advanced and we are cutting on the

second-cycle trees. For longleaf, for trees per acre at the

extreme left we Bind 1.5 trees which have & one 3V bar,

one 2.5/ bar, one 2/ bar and a removal dash worth 10/.

Continuing on down, we find the resent 7" trees are to

be turpentined and that there are 1.7 trees of longleaf

per acre. This time there are three 3V bars, one 2.5/ bar,

and one 2/ bar. Therefore, the income from longleaf on a

short rotation for the year 1952 is:

1.5 trees x 1 bar x 3/ = 4.5/
1.5 trees x 1 bar x 2.5/. 3.7/
1.5 trees x 1 bar x 2/ 3.0/
1.7 trees x 3 barsx3/ : 15.3$
1.7 Irees x 1 bar x 2.5/: 4.1/
1.7 trees x 1 bar x 2/ 3.4/

TOTAL - -- 34.0/ which is recorded on

Table = 3 as turpentine income from longleaf for the year

1952.

The removal dash indicates that thereai 1.5 trees

turpentined out and ready to be cut for pulpwood at 10$ per

tree - 1.5 trees x 1 removal dash x 10/ Z 16 which is

recorded as pulpwood income from longleaf in the year 1952

on Table I 3.

The same values are obtained for slash for the year 1952

by multiplying the bars by the number of trees per acre (as

shown on the exreme right). This data is then to be copied

-12-



on Table f 3 as income from turpentine and pulpwood from

slah pine in 1952 .
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:lanation.of _hart r2:

This is the income dialgram of present round timber

as it is turpentined or cut on the lon rotation. Its

mechanics are the same as those of Chart # I except that

the rest period is included and 4 more years of turpentining

as well.

Reading for the year 1952, we find :

for on eafpine , one 2.5k tar, three 2/ bars, and one

removal dash, all for one tree per acre (fromthe extreme

lef t). ror 1.5 trees per acre, we find two 3 bars, one

2 bar, and the bilance being in a state of rest. For

1.7 longleaf trees we rind, two Z bars, one 2.5 bar and

two 2' bars. This totals up to a turpentine income of 41.85

for longleaf and is recorded on Table f 4 as longleaf tur-

pentine income for the year 1952. The removal dash indi-

cates 1 tree per acre : 10 for a total pulpwood income of

14/, recorded also on Table #4 as longleaf, pulpwood income.

-14-



I lanation of.Chart fr

This is a diagram of the income ftgm both species com-

bined from turpentining and pulpwood removals. It is a

continuation of the present turpentining practice which will.

be carried to a finish as it started. The number of trees

per acre and condition of turpentine faces are from the cruise

data. The condition of faces at the present control the le

length and value of the diagrams.

In order to keep everything on a 5-acre basis I have to

put 5 bars in any one year. This is because all of the

acreage in a representative 5 acres is being turpentined in

contrast to my new system which will start turpentining

one acre of 5 acres each year in order to obtain an approx-

imate equal annual removal for pulpwood.

This data is the same regardless of what rotation is

used with the present round timber. It is transferred to

Table ft 5. Appropiate symbols at the bottom of this chart

explain the diajrams.



Ex lanation offTable i3:

This table is the income from present round timber as

it matures for turpentining and is turpentined out. it is

*Qe merely the written story of Chart # 1. All fi6ures are

obtained as was explained in the explanation of Ohart 1.

These figures are listed separately for longleaf and

turpentine and longleaf pulpwood inccnme; for slash turpen-

tine and slash pulpwood income. Then both species are tot-

aled together as for turpentine income and for pulpwood

income. These totals are then discounted to the present

at 4% -(l.041, 1,042, l,043, etc.)*

The discounted, totaled turpentine income and discount-

ed, totaled pulpwood income are transferred to Table y 7.

-16-



Explana tion of Table 4

This is the table of income from presentround timber

on the l :ng rotation. It is controlled by the diagram of

Chart . 2. After treating Table y, 4 as was Table r 3,

the sumurarized, discounted income is transferred to Table

# 6 for further development.
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Ejanation of Table = 5:

This table is the income from the present turpentined

timber i.e., timber which was in the process 6f being turpen-

tined when we bought this property. The figures are obtain*

ed from hart # 3.from which the summarized income was trans-

ferred. The summarized discounted income is transferred to

Tables = 6 & it 7. It is to be noted that re ardless of

len thening or shortening of rotations this present tur-

entined timber is not affected. Therefore, it fits equal-

ly into either rotation and has the same and identical effect,

influence, and values in both rotations.

-18-



xp anation of Table # 6

This table is a sumraary of the discounted incone from

Tables * 4 & m 5. Based on the long rotation, this table u

contains the discounted turpentine income from both the pre-

sent round and present turpentined timner aid also the

pulpwood income from the same sources.

The income from pulpwood and from turpentining is shown

separately and then totaled together,(columns 4,&8 & 9).

Also, the discounted income for the next 25 years is sum-

marized into one figure(col. 12).

The previously discounted income of the year 1962,41.469,

per 5 acres(last figure-col.9) or 29.4% per acre, is capital-

ized at 4% (29.4/4%) to obtain a capitalized land value for

today based on income of 1962. To this capitalized land

value (col. 14) is added the discounted income (col. 13)

for the next 25 years in order to bet a total value per acre,

$12.55 (col. 15).

The cost value of the propert; is found by accumulating

the annual carrying charg s at 4% and discounting this to

the present 45'(1.0425-1) ). or $7.04 per acre. Adding
(47/ x 1.442E)

the original cost of the land per acre to accumulated, dis-

counted carrying charges, a Cost Value of $11.79 is found(col. 16).

The difference between Cost and Sale Value (76 ) shows

profit above expenses, and interest on both original invest-

ment and subsequent expenses. This figure of 76r will serve

as a basis of comparison and contrast to one simIliarly arrived

at from the short rotation.

-19-



Explanation of Table # 7:

This table is a summary of the discounted income from

Tables #- 3 & 5. Based on the short rotation, this table

contains the discou nted turpentine income from both the pres-

dnt round and prcsent turpentined timber, and, also, the pulp-

wood income from the same sources.

The income from pulpwood and from turpentining are shown

separately (col. 4 & 8) aad then totaled (col.9). These annual

discounted incomes are suimmarized into total incomes (col.10411,

& 12). Column 13 shows the total, discounted income for the next

25 years.

The discounted income of the year 1962, $1.45per 5 acres

(last figure, Col.9) or 29/ per acre, is capitalized at 4, (29/4%)

to obtain a capitalized land value of today based on income

at the end of the period. (1962). The summation of discounted

income is added to this capitalized ieexe- land value (col. 13&14)

to get a total gross land value per acre of 13.21 (col. 15).

The coat balue per acre is found by accumulating and dis-
25

counting the annual carrying charges (4 x)or $7.O4.

To this is added the originLl land cost per acre to obtain a.

total cost value per acre of '11.79.

The difference between cost and sale value of 41.42 (col. 17)

shows profit above all expenses and interest at 4% on the

original investment and on subsequent annual expenditures.

This figure of q1.42 serves as the basis of comparison and con-

trast with a siniliar one fro- the long rotation of 79/.

-20-



DISCUSSION*:

In my mind these diagrams and tables serve a two-fold

purposes One serving as a method of evaluation of land for a

prospective purchase. A set of diagrams being made, the

nuber of trees per acre may be changed as is necessary to

fit dirferent tracts of land being considered. This applies

as long as the turpentine plan is the same. The value of

diagrams being, as I see it, to eliminate carrying too many

figures on one's head and, also, simplification of the process

of evaluation.

Table k 6 of the &ong rotation, columns 15 & 16, uost and

Sale Value, reasonably shows tha tthie purchase is a safe

investment. Also, it may be seen that annual income over a

25 year period will not be sufficient to meet annual carrying

charges (unless prices advance). That is, the accuamulated,

discounted carrying char 0es (97.04) amount to more than the

sum ation of discounted income (45.20). The only reasont

then that this will prove to be a profitable investment is

the appreciaticn per acre. .

Appreciation per acre is shown by the diff~rence in Cost

per acre and the discounted Capitalized Value (47.35 - X4.75=- 42.0).
in

Thus it is seen that/a 25 year period, thispproperty will

appreciate 42.60 per acre - today's value. Actually, appre-

ciation will be muc> larger than this because of fire-protect-

ion which will bring in new crops which will mature at the same

tiLe that the crop upon which the capitalized value is based

matures.

Therefore, I have developed a system of evaluation that

shows how the income is produced, whether turpentine or pulp-

wood; when the income is produced; and a reasonable method of
-21-



COMAPARI SONOTO O Ohi C . iiFRO" 'IIFPL.IJ'}!T RCTATI O N
(From Tables 6 & 7)

Long Short
Rotation,

I.4.s cor Icom~e eLaAcre;

Trpentine 4M - pX3,54 <--12/ diI'ierence p3.42

2.*14Pulpwoocd .. ..-.- 1.66
Total:. 5,20

48 difference--3

36 diff.erence--

Capitalized Land Value ;(Iiinoe o:V 1962, discountedct T.35 4 ~difference
and capitalized)

* 25

Total Sale Value:

Cost Value_,per Acre:

=12.55

&11l.79

269' d.f er nce p12 .8l1

4 l1.79

Net Return p eR Acre on )
the Investment over and ) w .7
above annual expenses and.)
compound interest at 4CJ )on the samie: )

26 difference -* 1 iO02



showing an appreciation value per acre, That last fact is

important besause it is a hard matter to show a definite

dollars and cents appreciation value altho one is known to

exist. In this case, this appreciation value was the thing that

svung thirs purchase froma negative to a positive value per

acre.

You will say that this evaluation is nothing new and I agree,

it isn' t new, But I do maintain that the use of the simply

constructed diagrams simplifies the process of evaluation

greatly and helps prevent errors. If you don'et believe it,

r(1.UPn -1try to value this property by use of p n where
and r is also varidUe.

n may be 1,2,3 or more year/, My point being, it is hard to

visualize the rise and fall of income from face to face and

to carry out the variations to a total. The diagrams simpli-

fy this process graatly. So mush for the evaluation merits

which I claim for this system of diagrams.

The real meat if this problem, in my opinion, lies in

the dif "erence in income from the short rotation and the long

rotation. it is beyond the scope of this paper to maintain

that one rotation is preferable to the othr. Any preference

being determined largely by the woods pblicy of the company

and the supply of pulpwood, It is the field of this paper

merely to present the data as food for thought. Application,

I repeat, must depend entirely on the p&licy of the company.

From Table it 8 it is to be seen that the lung rotation has

a l2¢ per acre advantage over the short i otation from tur-

pentine income or an averagehi her discountedAvalue of .77/

per acre per - a 12'(4/ x 1.0Thus, from the
1.0425 . .

-22-



turpentine income angle, the longer rotation is preferable.

Analyzation of pulpwood income shows a higher discounted

income value per acre from the short rotation of 3,08 per acre

per - a : ( x.O4 2 5 ) wheraCo
1.$425 1

This is a total higher discounted income of 2.3/ per acre per
.818

year. This aould run into "j,=per year of discounted rev-

enue from this property. Thus from figures based on the next

25 years, the shorter rotation is preferable financially be-

cause it gives 681L more annual income.

The capitalized land value of the longer rotation at the

end of 25 years is womewhtt higher than that of the shorter

rotation. The cost value of anY acre by either rotation is

the smie. The difference between Sale Value and post Value

per acre indicates an advantage of 265 pxer acre in favor of

the short rotation. This comparison must be carried further,

however, to be of salient signifigance.

Navinc valued the property on a 25 year basis, I begin

to wonder what would happen thereafter. It is a very uncertain

proposition to predict the stand forward any more. In fact,

any prediction bascd on a stand condition is onl a poor esti-

mate, most indefinite, and certain to be too conservative.

(]ire-protection being the basis of this statement).

Consequently, 1 tried to determine the income per tree and

cost per tree, Here, on the cost study, I run indt stand con-

dition again. The annual carrying charge per acre is fixed;

The number of trees per acre are not prdictable. It is this

number of trees per acre which determined the carrying cost

per tree. Since stand condition isn't safely predictable, any

cost figure per tree based on .n assumed numberl of trees per

acre is not reasonable.



TABLE -i9.

VALUE OF A SINGLE TREE

Year Value Per Tree
As It Occurs.

Long Short
Rotation Rotation

Discoujt

Factor

Discounted Value
Per Tree

Long Short
Rotation hotation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

TOTAL:

3$

3$

2.5$

2$

2$

2$

Reit

Rest

3$

3$

2.5$

2$

2$

(2$
(10$

3$

3$

2.5$

2$

3$

3$

2.5$

(2 ( 10%

1.041

1.042

l.043

1.044

1,045

1.046

1.047

1. 048

1.049

1.0410

1.0411

1.0412

1.0413

1.0414

2.88$

2.77$

2.12$

1.71$

1.64$

1.58$

0.0

0.0

2.15$

2.03$

1.63

1.25$

l.20

(1.15$
( 5.78$

27.89$

2.88$

2.77$

2.12$

2.47$

2.37$

1.90$

(1.46$
(7" 3

24.98$® 9 s " " e " " s " " f s s

This breaks down as follows:

Long rotation; Turpentine income - 22.114 - pulpwood, 5.78$

SHORT " ; Turpentine income - 17.68$ - pulpwood, 7.3$



Having convinced myself that any cost figure per tree would

be unsatisfactory, I decided to have a fixed cost per tree and

let the income vary. The number of trees per acre will be

practically the same on either rotation after a time. (Not

exactly true as this assumption iavors the long rotation over

the short rotation). Therefore, the cost per tree, whatever

it :ay be, will be the same and equal for either rotation.

At the end of the first rotation the short rotation

(25 years plus 8 years) has released a definite amount of land

for further use, It will only require 33 acres to grow and

mature a crop where by the long rotation (25 years plus 14 years)

A'4 res
39 ye-ars are required. This releases 6 acres out of every 39

acres for further production. Therefore, effective product-

ion is increased by 6/39. It follows that production or income

per tree must be increased by 6/39 in order for the total

production or income to be increased. This increase is made

without an increase in cost per acre; therefore, without an

increase in cost per tree.

From Table # 9 it is seen that the discounted gross value

df a tree on the long rotation is 27.9¢ and that for a tree on

the short rotation the discounted gross value per tree is 25/.

Yow, this 25 per tree may be increased by 6/39 from the rea-

soning in the precedthg paragraph (45/39 x 25¢) or increased to

28.8/ per tree. This done with out increasing the cost per

tree. Therefore, the .490 difference betqwwn 28.8/ and 27.9/

per tree is the net prize and velvet of foresighted management.

This increase in effective income per tree in only possible by

use of the short rotation.
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Totals of uTable 9 based on an identical cost.

Long Convei- ting Short
Rotation IFactor. .Rotati.on.w

Turpentine 22.11/ 1 7.68 z x 45/09 " 2094/

Pulpwood

TOTA LS: 2 7.89/

73 x 4539 8.4/

28.8/

45/39 is the factor by which 6hort rotation values must be increased
put

in order to i{& the7i on the sairie area basis as the long rotati~on.

For diacussion, see pages 24 & 25 of th&s paper.



To illustrate the cash value of this, make the safe and

conservative assumption of 15 trees maturinb on an acre for

removal. This would amount to -485 per year net increased

income from the short rotation (.9 per tree x 15 trees x18,00acres5years
From Table # 9-A separation of total income based on the

preceding same unit of cost shows that the long rotation has

a turpentine advantage per tree of 1.7¢ while the short rota-

tion "as a pulpwood advantage of 2.6/ per tree. This 4ives the

short rotation a total income advantae of .9/ per tree and is

based on a highbr pulpwood value - attractive to a pulpwood

demand ind concern.

A pulp company is privarily concerned in securing pulpwood.

If it could increase the flow bf wood from its own lands with-

out materially reducing the soutces of other income, such a move

would be considered attractive. This action would partially

remove the company from competitive buying in the open market.

I repeat, the company could depend on tore wood from its own

lands and therefore be less dependent on the open market.

Therefore, it would be advantageous to ,et more wood from

company land. Reference to Table j= 8 will show the discount-

ed income value per acre from the long rotation to be 45.2U
and from the short rotation 45.56 per acre. The long rotation

income is made up of x3.54 turpentine income and :1.66 pulpwood

income. The short rotation whows 12/ less turpentine income

but 48/ more pulpwood income - a total increaseof income of 36¢.

Therefore, not on4* does the short rotation supply more pulp-

wood but it does so without decreasing * but rather in-

creasing total income.

The short rotation provides for a quicker turnover of goods
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on hand (trees), thereby, releasing capital and land for fur-

ther productive use. This means less inventory on hand at

any time or a faster liquidation of inventory.
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SUMMARY.

I repeat, d&cision on the on the use of one or the other

rotation rests on the woods policy and turpentine connections oi? the

company concerned. However, there are distinctadvantages to eadh which

I summarize.

SHORT ROTATION:
1). More pulpwood and hi her pukpwood income the first 25 years.

2). Higher total income the first 25 years.

3). Lessened dependence on the open or competitive market.

4). A quicker turnover of invested capital.

5) . After rotation establishment, A higher pulpwood value and

higher total value per tree. (Table p9-A).

LONG ROTATION:

1). A higher turpentine income per tree or per acre.

In favor of the short rotation there is te further thought

that turpentine values during the past several years have been

on the decline and substitutes are taking their place. It is

reasonable to assume that pulpwood is most apt to increase in

value in the future. Of course, both of the factors are favorable

to the short rotation.
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